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ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS TO PRESIDENCY
(Rule 28(2) of the Rules of Procedure)

Question 16/99 by Mr Staes (V/ALE)

Subject: Completion and cost price of the IPE IV building in Strasbourg

The IPE 4 building in Strasbourg was completed in early 1999. It was first used by the EP on
20 July. The strangest figures on the actual cost price of the building immediately began to
circulate. Questions were also asked about the delay in the completion of this complex.

1. Can the President provide a table showing the planned cost of the building and the actual cost?
What is the financial relationship between the European Parliament and the owners? Can the
President say what expenses the European Parliament will have to incur in the future to meet the
Treaty requirement that it sit in this building twelve times a year?

2. Can the President also provide me with a detailed overview of the costs incurred by the
European Parliament between the date on which the building was completed and 20 July 1999,
the date on which it was first used?

3. Can the President provide me with a detailed overview of the various contacts between the
European Parliament and the owner, beginning with the negotiations that led to the location of
the building opposite the Council of Europe building and ending with its completion?

4. May I also have a comparison of the completion dates originally scheduled and the actual
completion of the building? What caused the delay in the completion of the building?

5. It is noticeable that quite extensive damage (damage to window frames and doors, scratched
walls, etc.) has already occurred in the building. Can the President say whether or not this
damage occurred before the building was completed and if so, whether a list of such damage has
been compiled? If not, who is responsible for this damage?

6. The EP's internal print shop is still located opposite in the IPE 1 building. To transport printed
documents to somewhere near the Chamber, a tunnel is said to have been built under the Ill
linking the IPE 1 and 4 buildings. A fully automatic and computerised system is to bring all
printed documents through this tunnel to somewhere near the Chamber. Can the President
confirm these rumours? If so, how much has this decision cost? Why was the location of the
print shop in the new IPE 4 building not considered?
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Question 17/99 by Mr Staes

Subject: Problems connected with the occupancy of the IPE 4 building in Strasbourg

The occupancy of the new IPE 4 building (Louise Weiss and Tower) in Strasbourg during the
European Parliament's first part-session in Strasbourg was particularly chaotic. The most frequent
complaints concerned the total lack of signposting, poor means of access for the disabled, air-
conditioning problems in the press room, the poor functioning of the lifts, long waiting periods in
the restaurants and cafeteria and traffic problems at the entrance to the main building. Quite a few
users were also offended by the widespread use of black materials to decorate the walls. This gives
the building a sombre look.

Can the President say how she will endeavour to solve these problems by the time of the EP's next
part-session in mid-September 1999?

Common Answer

Completion and cost of the IPE 4 building in Strasbourg

1. Can the President provide a table showing the planned cost of the building and the actual cost?
What is the financial relationship between the European Parliament and the owners? Can the
President say what expenses the European Parliament will have to incur in the future to meet
the Treaty requirement that it sit in this building twelve times a year?

According to the contractual financial statement, the planned cost of the building was
FF 2 776 232 000 at July 1993 prices.
In view of the variation in prices, the updating of prices to the end of 1998 gives a price of
about FF 2 975 000 000.
The financial relationship between the European Parliament and the SERS is a tenant-landlord
relationship. This is stipulated in the contract and the conciliation protocol. All the documents
concerned have been approved by the Bureau of Parliament without any opposition from the
Financial Controller.
The actual real cost in accordance with the contract has still to be established.
Parliament is in the process of concluding the technical evaluation process at the level of the
Secretary-General's office with the SERS and the French Government, with the aim of
determining the final cost.
The contract also provides for the possibility of purchasing the building, should the European
Parliament so desire.
Holding the twelve part-sessions in Strasbourg should not give rise to any particular expense,
apart from the cost of some specific improvements.

2. Can the President also provide me with a detailed overview of the costs incurred by the
European Parliament between the date on which the building was completed and 20 July 1999,
the date on which it was first used?
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In organising the July 1999 part-session, the EP did not incur any costs except the expenses
associated with taking over the building (water, electricity, gas, maintenance, security). All
repairs are for the account of the owner, SERS. The French Government released FF 30 m for
urgent work that still had to be done to enable the July part-session to be held.

3. Can the President provide me with a detailed overview of the various contacts between the
European Parliament and the owner, beginning with the negotiations that led to the location of
the building opposite the Council of Europe building and ending with its completion?

The initiative to construct the Louise Weiss building was taken by Parliament following its
resolution of 5 April 1990 on the European Parliament's buildings policy: 'The European
Parliament notes with approval, having been informed of its content, its Bureau's decision of
14 March 1990 on the buildings policy.'

This decision stated, as regards Strasbourg:
'– to confirm the rental of building IPE 3, which will entail an increase in the number of

offices available from 1440 to 1606 and in the number of conference rooms from 18 to 24
by 1993;

– to instruct the President and the Secretary-General to enter into negotiations with the
competent authorities with a view to the prompt construction and the rental of 300
additional offices and a chamber capable of seating 750 Members for all ordinary part-
sessions of Parliament;

– to instruct the President and the Secretary-General to negotiate with the authorities of the
Council of Europe the coordination of the work and the allocation of the facilities to
ensure that ordinary part-sessions of Parliament are held in the best possible conditions'.

Subsequently, the programme referred to was modified by the Bureau following the
recommendation of a working party on the buildings policy (PIM) set up by the Bureau. The
modified programme provided for:

– 1133 offices, including the Members' offices;
– a Chamber seating 630 Members, capable of being extended to 700 seats;
– 29 conference rooms and 9 rooms for visitors;
– a press room and a press conference room;
– 2 restaurants and 4 bars;
– 1200 parking spaces.

The developer appointed by the City of Strasbourg for the construction of the building was
SERS (Société d'aménagement et d'Equipement de la Région de Strasbourg), a body that
implements public building projects for local and regional authorities.
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In accordance with instructions given regularly by the PIM group, Parliament's administration,
assisted by an external consultancy, the BOVIS company, then joined with the representatives
of SERS and its architect, Architecture Studio, in establishing a detailed programme for the
construction work, drawing up the building lease and calculating the cost of the project.

After the PIM group had approved the draft contract setting out the legal provisions, the
detailed programme and the cost, the Bureau decided on 31 March 1994 to authorise the
President to sign the framework contract.

4. May I also have a comparison of the completion dates originally scheduled and the actual
completion of the building? What caused the delay in the completion of the building?

The contract provided for completion on 31 December 1997.  It also provided that in case of
force majeure (bad weather, strikes, serious problems with suppliers, additional work requested
by Parliament, etc) this date could be put back. The building was, in fact, made available for
Parliament's use on 15 December 1998.

The contract also provided that should the company not have made the building available
within the agreed time, it should pay a surcharge of FF 5 m for each month of delay up to the
moment when the building was actually made available to Parliament. The aim of this
provision was to safeguard Parliament's interests.

5. It is noticeable that quite extensive damage (damage to window-frames and doors, scratched
walls, etc) has already occurred in the building. Can the President say whether or not this
damage occurred before the building was completed, and, if so, whether a list of such damage
has been compiled? If not, who is responsible for this damage?

Exhaustive statements on the LOW building were drawn up at the time when it was accepted
and the EP noted that it had been completed.

All the damage and faults referred to in these statements are for SERS's account. Damage
occurring after the EP's takeover of the building is to be charged to the EP's account, unless
Parliament can prove that the damage was caused by a third party.

6. The EP's internal print shop is still located opposite in the IPE 1 building. To transport printed
documents to somewhere near the Chamber, a tunnel is said to have been built under the Ill
linking the IPE 1 and 4 buildings. A fully automatic and computerised system is to bring all
printed documents through this tunnel to somewhere near the Chamber. Can the President
confirm these rumours? If so, how much has this decision cost? Why was the location of the
print shop in the new IPE 4 building not considered?

There is indeed a tunnel under the Ill linking the Winston Churchill and Louise Weiss
buildings. It enables supplies to be conveyed to the Louise Weiss building on wire-guided and
therefore automatic trolleys.
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The decisions to build this tunnel rather than to install the print shop in the Louise Weiss
building were taken by the then political authorities, i.e. PIM (the working group on buildings
policy) and the Bureau.
The programme for the IPE IV building, as annexed to the framework contract signed on 31
March 1994, thus provides for the building of this tunnel. However, Parliament reserved the
right to decide not to build a tunnel. An annex to the financial statement attached to the contract
accordingly stated that the sum indicated includes the estimated cost of the underwater gallery,
and that, should Parliament take a final decision not to build it, the estimated cost of this
gallery would be deducted.
After the contract had been signed, PIM reviewed this choice, taking account of the possibility
left open by the programme, and concluded, at its meeting of 20 April 1994 (Doc. PIM 651),
that the tunnel should in fact be built, since it would provide an effective link between the WIC
and LOW buildings, for the print shop and for technical and security liaisons. There was
therefore no question of reversing the initial decision, as accepted by PIM and the Bureau.
The estimated cost of the tunnel and the equipment is FF 27.4 m.

Problems encountered when the LOW building in Strasbourg was first used

Can the President say how she will endeavour to solve these problems by the time of the EP's next
part-session in mid-September 1999?

As regards the conditions obtaining when the LOW building was used during the July part-session,
I can tell you that, on the Secretary-General's initiative, a task force has been established with the
remit of correcting the main faults detected during the opening part-session.

The task force worked throughout the July-August period, and several major adjustments have been
made. They mainly concern:

– the introduction of new signposting, better adapted to the layout of the premises;
– the adjustment of the air conditioning in the press room;
– waiting times in the restaurants and cafeterias;
– access to the main building.

Similarly, the problem of facilities for the disabled Member, Mr Crowley, has been solved, both in
the Chamber and in his office, with his agreement; to meet any future needs, a further six suitable
seats have been installed in the Chamber.

The problem with the lifts has unfortunately not yet been solved. The firm which installed them has
been instructed to make essential adjustments so that users have absolutely no complaints during the
October part-session.

Finally, the question of possible changes to the decoration of the walls has been put to the
Quaestors.

* * *
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EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT

QUESTION TIME (B5-0201/00) on 14 and 15 March 2000

25 Questions (Rule 43)

Author Subject No

QUESTIONS TO THE COUNCIL

Rodi KRATSA-
TSAGAROPOULOU

Human rights of women in Europe H-0141/00

Olivier DUPUIS Articles 6 and 7 of the Treaty on European Union H-0148/00

Alexandros ALAVANOS "Energy for Democracy" - FRY H-0151/00

Rosa DÍEZ GONZÁLEZ Information on European Union citizens condemned to
death

H-0155/00

Claude TURMES Parliament and the Euratom H-0158/00

Efstratios KORAKAS Compensation for victims of fascist war H-0160/00

Ewa HEDKVIST
PETERSEN

Support for European films H-0162/00

Jens-Peter BONDE Information for the public H-0166/00

William NEWTON
DUNN

Secrecy of legislative proceedings in the Council H-0169/00

QUESTIONS TO THE COMMISSION

Carlos CARNERO
GONZÁLEZ

Consideration of the international legal status of the
waters of the Western Sahara

H-0174/00

Bob van den BOS Landmines H-0241/00

Marie-Arlette CARLOTTI EU action to combat mines H-0251/00

Íñigo MÉNDEZ DE
VIGO

'Dialogue on Europe' initiative H-0212/00

Anna KARAMANOU Environmental threats facing Europe H-0215/00

Antonios TRAKATELLIS Concern over the memorandum on nuclear safety at the
Kozloduy plant in Bulgaria

H-0242/00
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Author Subject No

QUESTIONS TO DESIGNATED COMMISSIONERS

Mr LAMY

Richard HOWITT Trade preference for least developed countries H-0206/00

Nicholas CLEGG China's accession to the WTO H-0208/00

María IZQUIERDO
ROJO

Cost to agriculture of EU enlargement H-0173/00

Emmanouil
BAKOPOULOS

Community initiative LEADER 2000-2006 H-0187/00

Carmen FRAGA
ESTÉVEZ

Balance between fisheries agreements in the North and
South

H-0190/00

Hugues MARTIN Compatibility of special export aid with Community law H-0195/00

Werner LANGEN Preventive distillation - increasing the quotas H-0202/00

Mrs de PALACIO

Marie ISLER BÉGUIN Reopening of the railway line between Oloron and
Canfranc

H-0156/00

Ewa HEDKVIST
PETERSEN

Blood/alcohol limits for drivers H-0163/00

Reinhold MESSNER Verona-Munich railway link H-0164/00

* * *
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SUMMARY OF QUESTIONS TIME
MARCH 2000

Institution
No. of

questions
tabled

No. of
questions

taken

Questions
with

written
answer

Supplementary
questions

Lapsed
questions
(author
absent)

Questions
withdrawn

by the
author

Questions
already on
the agenda

Representatives
of the other
Institutions

Council 38 9 29 5 0 0 0 M. SEIXAS DA COSTA

Commission 76 16 59 5 1 0 0 M. PATTEN
M. LAMY
M. FISCHLER
M. VERHEUGEN
Mrs de PALACIO

Total 114 25 88 10 1 0 0
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WRITTEN DECLARATIONS - 20001

No. PE No. Author Subject Tabled Closed on Signatures

1/2000 168.519 GROSSETÊTE On eradicating pain 21.01.2000 21.04.2000 28

2/2000 289.155 COSUTTA, MANISCO On the recently announced closure of the
Goodyear factory in Italy

21.02.2000 21.05.2000 9

3/2000 289.159 DE CLERCQ, RIES,
SACREDEUS, STOCKMANN,
van DAM

On the remembrance of the Holocaust 01.03.2000 01.06.2000 42

                                                
1 Situation as at 17.03.2000
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COMMON FOREIGN AND SECURITY POLICY

20/2000

Presidency declaration on behalf of the European Union regarding
the framework agreement signed between

the armed FRUD and the government of Djibouti
(Brussels, 21 February 2000)

The European Union welcomes the signing on 7 February last, of a framework agreement for
reform and civil concord, which envisages the suspension of hostilities between government and
rebel forces, as well as the liberation of prisoners held by both sides.

It hopes that this agreement, coming after the one signed in December 1994, may contribute to
reinforcing civil peace and consolidating democracy and the development process in Djibouti.

The Central and Eastern European countries associated with the European Union, the associated
countries Cyprus, Malta and Turkey, and the EFTA countries, members of the European Economic
Area align themselves with this declaration.

* * *

21/2000

Declaration by the Presidency on behalf of the European Union on the
parliamentary elections in Iran

(Brussels, 23, February 2000)

The European Union congratulates the people of Iran on their commitment to the democratic
process as shown by their massive turnout at the first round of the parliamentary elections on 18
February. The European Union believes that the new Majles will be an important factor for the
establishment of a civil society based on the rule of law in the Islamic Republic of Iran.

The European Union recalls its long-standing interest in consolidating and expanding the
Comprehensive Dialogue it leads with Iran and reiterates its willingness to promote the
establishment of closer ties with the Iranian Government on this basis.

* * *
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22/2000
Statement by the Presidency on behalf of the European Union

on recent events in the town of Mitrovica
(Brussels, 23 February 2000)

The European Union, deeply concerned by the recent events in the town of Mitrovica, reiterates its
strong condemnation of all acts of violence and public disturbances.

The European Union stresses its full support to UNSCR 1244 and its commitment to a multi-ethnic
and undivided Kosovo, where all the inhabitants can live in a safe and secure environment
regardless of their ethnic background.

The EU reaffirms its support to the efforts of UNMIK and KFOR in the implementation of UNSCR
1244, carried out under the most difficult conditions. Defiance and threats to the international
presence in Kosovo will not be tolerated.

Kosovo is benefiting from a substantial investment aimed at creating the conditions for a peaceful
sustainable future. The political, military and financial efforts committed by the International
Community to the stabilisation of Kosovo demand from all Kosovar citizens an active cooperation
towards reconciliation. The leaders of the different communities should make this message clear to
the population.

Finally, the European Union urges the political leaders in Kosovo to exert their influence to stop
violence and to play a restraining role in order to avoid the spread of disorder. The European Union
will hold them responsible for any further spread of violence. Their continuous constructive attitude
is paramount to the shaping of a peaceful and multi-ethnic Kosovo.

* * *

23/2000

Declaration by the Presidency on behalf of the European Union
on constitutional referendum in Zimbabwe

(Brussels, 25 February 2000)

The European Union notes that the referendum which took place on 12-13 February confirmed the
commitment of the people of Zimbabwe to participate in the political life of the country, thus
contributing to the strengthening of democracy in Zimbabwe.  The European Union also welcomes
the orderly and peaceful manner in which the vote was held.

The European Union hopes that the 2000 Parliamentary Elections will be conducted in a similar
peaceful and orderly climate with respect to the rules and principles of democracy as the basis for
the further development of the country.
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The Central and Eastern European countries associated with the European Union, the associated
countries Cyprus, Malta and Turkey, and the EFTA countries, members of the European Economic
Area align themselves with this declaration.

* * *

24/2000

Declaration by the Presidency on behalf of the European Union concerning
the position of Archbishop Emmanuel Kataliko

(Brussels, 29 February 2000)

The European Union has learned that on 12 February 2000, upon returning from Kinshasa,
Archbishop Emmanuel Kataliko was prevented from going back to the see of his archdiocese at
Bukavu and banished to Butembo.

It voices its strongest concern at this infringement of Archbishop Kataliko's liberty and at the
obstacles still being put in the way of his return to Bukavu.

It appeals to the RCD [Goma] rebel leaders, in accordance with their verbal undertaking, and to the
Rwandan government to do their utmost to ensure that Archbishop Emmanuel Kataliko can return
to the see of his archdiocese in Bukavu in complete safety without delay, so that he can resume his
pastoral work as both he and the population wish.

The Central and Eastern European countries associated with the European Union, the associated
countries Cyprus, Malta and Turkey, and the EFTA countries, members of the European Economic
Area align themselves with this declaration.

* * *

25/2000

Declaration by the Presidency on behalf of the European Union
on humanitarian aid in southern Sudan

Brussels, 8 March 2000

The European Union expresses its grave concern at the conditions imposed by the SPLM/SRRA on
NGOs working in southern Sudan which have led to the withdrawal of many of those organisations.

The European Union, one of the largest donors of humanitarian aid to the areas controlled by the
SPLM/SRRA, is particularly worried by the consequences of this situation, which will threaten the
lives of thousands of people already in danger through the civil war in the country.  It is also
concerned at the greater risks for the safety and equipment of humanitarian staff.
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The European Union urges the SPLM/SRRA to resume negotiations with the NGOs as soon as
possible with the objective of creating conditions that will allow all NGOs to carry out humanitarian
operations unhindered and in accordance with international humanitarian law.

The Central and Eastern European countries associated with the European Union, the associated
countries Cyprus, Malta and Turkey, and the EFTA countries, members of the European Economic
Area align themselves with this declaration.

* * *

26/2000

Declaration by the Presidency on behalf of the European Union
concerning the decision by Ukraine’s Parliament to abolish the death penalty

and to ratify Protocol 6 to the European Convention for the Protection of
Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms

Brussels, 29 February 2000

The European Union welcomes the decision of the Parliament of Ukraine to abolish the death
penalty and to ratify Protocol 6 to the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and
Fundamental Freedoms concerning the abolition of the death penalty.

The European Union considers that abolition of the death penalty contributes to the enhancement of
human dignity and the progressive development of human rights and reaffirms its objective to work
towards its universal abolition or at least the introduction of moratoria on executions as a first step
towards that aim.

The decision of the Ukrainian Parliament on the abolition of the death penalty and on the
ratification of Protocol 6 to the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and
Fundamental Freedoms, the first in international law to make the abolition of the death penalty a
legal obligation for the contracting parties, constitute very important steps towards the protection of
human rights in Ukraine and the universal abolition of the death penalty, which is the ultimate goal
of the European Union as set forth in the EU Declaration and the EU guidelines adopted in June
1998.

These important decisions also contribute to the achievement of the aims contained in the Common
Strategy on Ukraine regarding the promotion of human rights and strengthens the strategic
partnership between the EU and Ukraine.

The Central and Eastern European countries associated with the European Union, the associated
countries Cyprus and Malta and the EFTA countries, members of the European Economic Area
align themselves with this declaration.

* * *
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27/2000

Declaration by the Presidency on behalf of the European Union
on the occasion of the 30th anniversary of the entry into force

of the Treaty on Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons
Brussels, 5 March 2000

On the occasion of the 30th anniversary of the Treaty on Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons,
which entered into force on 5 March 1970, the European Union reiterates its firm support for this
Treaty.

For the EU, the NPT has a fundamental role to play in strengthening global peace and security and
remains both the cornerstone of the global non-proliferation regime, as well as the essential
foundation for the pursuit of nuclear disarmament.

The EU welcomes that 187 countries are already parties to the Treaty, but feels, nevertheless, that
universal adherence is a key to the reinforcement of the global non-proliferation and disarmament
objectives which are at the core of the Union's policy. The EU therefore urges those states that have
not yet done so, to take the necessary steps to accede to the NPT.

The EU is deeply committed to a better, more promising and internationally secure environment for
all. Its Member States, both individually and collectively, will work hard for a successful outcome
to the 2000 NPT Review Conference, whose work is scheduled to begin shortly in New York, and
call on all other States Party to join them in this endeavour.

The Central and Eastern European countries associated with the European Union, the associated
countries Cyprus, Malta and Turkey and the EFTA countries, members of the European Economic
Area align themselves with this declaration.

* * *

28/2000

Statement by the Presidency on behalf of the European Union
on the violation of the right to freedom of expression in Serbia

Brussels, 3 March 2000

The European Union is seriously concerned with the continued violation by the Serbian authorities
of the right of free expression of opinion.

The public threats against the Independent media show that the regime pursues an arbitrary and
discriminatory policy to clamp down on independent voices.
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The recent case of the indictment of Mr.Dusan Mihajlovic, president of the New Democracy Party,
for alleged spreading false information and disrupting law and order is the latest in a long series of
attempts by the Serbian authorities to muzzle freedom of speech.

The European Union reiterates its fundamental belief that the exercise of freedom of expression is
one of the cornerstones of democracy and that the Serbian people should be allowed to freely
express its political will.

* * *

29/2000

Declaration by the Presidency on behalf of the European Union
concerning the illegal occupying of farms in Zimbabwe

Brussels, 13 March 2000

The European Union has learnt with concern of the moves by groups of ex-combatants to illegally
occupy more than 200 farms in Zimbabwe.

It notes that such moves are spreading and sometimes involve damage to property, threats and
violence that are unacceptable in a democratic country.  Occupying farms in this way seriously
undermines the right of ownership and the freedoms guaranteed by the Constitution.  It also
threatens to compromise current agricultural work and future harvests at the very time when
Zimbabwe is experiencing an unprecedented economic crisis and some of its food reserves have
been destroyed by floods.

The European Union, which is Zimbabwe's principal development partner, therefore calls upon the
Government to ensure respect for the law and maintain public order and civil protection.  It
reaffirms its commitment to orderly and transparent agrarian reform which respects the rights of all
citizens and is compatible with the economic-development requirements of the country.

The Central and Eastern European countries associated with the European Union, the associated
countries Cyprus, Malta and Turkey, and the EFTA countries, members of the European Economic
Area align themselves with this declaration.

* * *
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30/2000

Declaration by the Presidency on behalf of the European Union
on the postponement of legislative and local elections in Haiti

Brussels, 15 March 2000

The European Union notes the postponement of legislative and local elections in Haiti and the new
dates (9 April – 21 May) proposed by the provisional electoral council.

It regrets that, fourteen months after the parliament was officially prorogued and one year after the
provisional electoral council was appointed, the Haitian authorities have, despite large-scale
international aid, still been unable to fulfil all the conditions necessary for the holding of fair, just
and transparent elections even though the people have demonstrated their keen interest and their
sense of responsibility in registering in large numbers and the political parties have stated their
willingness to engage in consultations.

The integrity of the electoral process requires that this final postponement be kept as short as
possible and that the definitive timetable allow the chamber of deputies to convene on the second
Monday of June 2000, in accordance with the Constitution.

Only when all the constitutional organs of the State are able to function can European aid continue
to be provided in full.

The European Union remains prepared to make its contribution to the continuation of the
democratic process in Haiti.

The Central and Eastern European countries associated with the European Union, the associated
countries Cyprus, Malta and Turkey, and the EFTA countries, members of the European Economic
Area align themselves with this declaration.

* * *
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European Economic and Social Committee

OPINION
of the Economic and Social Committee

on
The 2000 Intergovernmental Conference -

The role of the European Economic and Social Committee

_________________

On 24 November 1999, the Bureau of the Economic and Social Committee
instructed an ad hoc group, made up of co-rapporteurs Ms Sigmund, Mr Little and Mr Piette, to
draft the Committee's Own-initiative Opinion on:

The 2000 Intergovernmental Conference - The role of the European Economic and
Social Committee.

At its 370th plenary session on 1 and 2 March 2000 (meeting of 1 March), the
Economic and Social Committee adopted the following opinion by 137 votes to 10, with
25 abstentions.

1. Introduction

Imminent major scale enlargement has presented the European Union with an
unprecedented challenge, and it is up to the European institutions to find an appropriate response.

Before enlargement, the European Union needs institutional reform, to enable it to
continue the function effectively, consistently and transparently, while safeguarding the principles
of liberty, democracy, respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms, and the rule of law,
principles that are common to the Member States.

The European Union's institutions and bodies are therefore each required to reflect
on means for reform, and to make proposals accordingly.

The ESC is aware of its responsibility as the forum for civil society organisations.
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It is in this spirit that the ESC has prepared its contribution to the 2000 IGC, with a
view to preparing for enlargement and contributing effectively to European integration.

2. The current role of the committee

The Economic and Social Committee was established by the Treaty of Rome as the
only European-level consultative body to gather together the "various categories of economic and
social activity". The representatives of these categories reflect the whole gamut of civil society
organisations and the Committee offers them a forum for debate and reflection.

The ESC currently consists of 222 members drawn from organisations representing
employers, employees, farmers, carriers, SMEs, craft industries, the professions, cooperatives,
consumers, environmental interests, the voluntary sector, families and young people. The
proportion of representatives from each domain varies from country to country. The Committee is,
therefore, a non-political assembly which encompasses a broad swathe of experience and high-
level, well-respected expertise.

The Committee's consensus-based procedures for making decisions are a mirror
image of the communication methods inherent to civil society organisations. At the ESC, the
representatives of civil society organisations receive direct information and are able to express their
views and defend their interests. Its proximity to the public enables the ESC to contribute directly
and effectively to the transparency and democratisation of European integration. It is more than just
an institutional framework for consulting the economic and social operators, it is also a bridge
between Europe and the diverse and complex world of civil society organisations.

3. The need for change

The Committee has always stressed that European integration should not be treated
as being static but as a constantly evolving process. At previous IGCs, the Committee has,
therefore, always suggested reforms that advance this process.

Enlargement is more than a challenge, it is also an opportunity for the European
Union to reform its institutions. The Committee hopes to acquire the appropriate means to enable it
to enhance its contribution to European integration, ensure enlargement is successful and respond to
the changes in and expectations of civil society organisations.
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4. Recommendations

4.1. Membership

The Committee is made up of representatives of the various components of
organised civil society.

Its membership must take account of the need to ensure proper representation of the
various categories of economic and social activity and of the general interest.

Furthermore, regarding internal organisation, the Committee is resolute as to the
need to maintain its three-group structure. Groups I and II bring together representatives of social
partners, while Group III represents the other European civil society organisations, and completes
the ESC's diverse membership.

4.2. Method of appointment

The current method of appointment must be maintained for reasons of subsidiarity
and transparency and to preserve the necessary direct communication link between the civil society
organisations of the Member States and the ESC.

Nonetheless, the ESC does not rule out the possibility at some time in the future of
additional direct and limited appointment by representative European organisations recognised by
the EU institutions, taking account, where necessary, of similar changes which may occur in other
institutions. Thought must be given to the rules to be adopted to govern such appointments.

4.3. Number of members

The Committee acknowledges fully that membership increases arising from
enlargement will have to be limited.

With this in mind, the general principle of the equal treatment of the Economic and
Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions must apply.

Geographical balance, and in particular an adequate level of representation of the
smaller Member States, should be maintained.

4.4. Period of office

The period of office of Committee members should be lengthened to five years, in order to
bring the Committee into step with the Commission and the Parliament.
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Appointments must remain renewable.

4.5. Tasks

There is room for improvement on a number of scores.

The principle of compulsory referral must be maintained. It should even perhaps be
extended to cover areas such as culture, migration policy or possibly questions relating to non-
discrimination. However, the Committee could be left to judge for itself whether a Commission
proposal merits an opinion; it would then inform the Commission of the reason for its decision.

The Committee places particular importance on performing its advisory role at the
early and exploratory stages of developing new legislation. To give that emphasis and to
concentrate on the key areas of strategic importance, the Committee intends to be more selective in
its work.

To ensure greater transparency in the decision-making process, opinions produced
by the ESC at the request of a European institution should be followed up. Institutions that have
consulted the ESC should inform it of their response to the opinions requested.

Furthermore, the Committee's consultation role should be improved to increase the
added value it offers the other institutions and to enable it to act as the contact point for civil society
organisations. This could be achieved by:

offering the Commission a pre-legislation "exploratory" option for consulting the Committee,
giving the Committee responsibility for organising or coordinating consultation on specific complex
subjects,
setting up the Committee as a suitable meeting point for the civil dialogue that should be built up
between the civil society organisations,
and strengthening the role of the ESC as the framework for consultation between the economic and
social partners.

On its own initiative the ESC will also pay more attention to monitoring and
promoting follow-up to its opinions.

4.6. Establishing the committee as a fully fledged institution
(p.m.)
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5. PROPOSALS ON THE ARTICLES OF THE TREATY CONCERNING THE
ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COMMITTEE

CURRENT TEXT OF EC TREATY ESC PROPOSALS
Article 257 (ex-article 193)

An Economic and Social Committee is hereby
established. It shall have advisory status.

The Committee shall consist of representatives of
the various categories of economic and social
activity, in particular, representatives of
producers, farmers, carriers, workers, dealers,
craftsmen, professional occupations and
representatives of the general public.

Article 257

A European Economic and Social Committee is
hereby established. It shall have advisory status.

The Committee shall consist of representatives
of the various economic and social components
within organised civil society.

Its membership shall take account of the need
to ensure adequate representation of the
various categories and of the general interest.

Article 258 (ex-article 194)

The number of members of the Economic and
Social Committee shall be as follows:

Belgium 12
Denmark   9
Germany 24
Greece 12
Spain 21
France 24
Ireland 9
Italy 24
Luxembourg   6
Netherlands 12
Austria 12
Portugal 12
Finland   9
Sweden 12
United Kingdom 24.

Article 258

The total number of members of the Economic
and Social Committee shall be equal to
[...] to be decided

The number of members from each Member
State shall be as follows:

[...] to be decided
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CURRENT TEXT OF EC TREATY ESC PROPOSALS

The members of the Committee shall be
appointed by the Council, acting unanimously, for
four years. Their appointments shall be renewable

The members of the Committee may not be bound
by any mandatory instructions. They shall be
completely independent in the performance of
their duties, in the general interest of the
Community.

The Council, acting by a qualified majority, shall
determine the allowances of members of the
Committee.

The members of the Committee shall be appointed
by the Council, acting by qualified majority, for
five years. Their appointments shall be renewable

The members of the Committee may not be bound
by any mandatory instructions. They shall be
completely independent in the performance of
their duties, in the general interest of the
Community.

Article 259 (ex-article 195)

1. For the appointment of the members of the
Committee, each Member State shall provide the
Council with a list containing twice as many
candidates as there are seats allotted to its
nationals.

The composition of the Committee shall take
account of the need to ensure adequate
representation of the various categories of
economic and social activity.

2. The Council shall consult the Commission. It
may obtain the opinion of European bodies which
are representative of the various economic and
social sectors to which the activities of the
Community are of concern.

Article 259

1. For the appointment of the members of the
Committee, each Member State shall provide the
Council with a list containing twice as many
candidates as there are seats allotted to its
nationals.

The composition of the Committee must take
account of the need to ensure adequate
representation of the various economic and social
components within organised civil society and
geographical balance.

2. The Council shall consult the Commission. It
may obtain the opinion of European bodies which
are representative of the various economic and
social sectors to which the activities of the
Community are of concern.
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CURRENT TEXT OF EC TREATY ESC PROPOSALS

Article 260 (ex-article 196)

The Committee shall elect its chairman and
officers from among its members for a term of
two years.

It shall adopt its Rules of Procedure.

The Committee shall be convened by its chairman
at the request of the Council or of the
Commission. It may also meet on its own
initiative.

Article 260

The Committee shall elect its chairman and
officers from among its members for a term of two
and a half years.

It shall adopt its Rules of Procedure.

The Committee shall be convened by its chairman.

Article 261 (ex-article 197)
The Committee shall include specialised sections
for the principal fields covered by this Treaty.

These specialised sections shall operate within the
general terms of reference of the Committee.
They may not be consulted independently of the
Committee.

Subcommittees may also be established within the
Committee to prepare on specific questions or in
specific fields, draft opinions to be submitted to
the Committee for its consideration.

The Rules of Procedure shall lay down the
methods of composition and the terms of
reference of the specialised sections and of the
subcommittees.

Article 261
The Committee shall include specialised sections
for the principal fields covered by this Treaty.

The Committee shall determine its own
working procedures.

It shall lay down procedures for obtaining the
views of the various economic and social
components representing organised civil society
at European level when drawing up its
opinions.
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CURRENT TEXT OF EC TREATY ESC PROPOSALS
Article 262 (ex-article 198)

The Committee must be consulted by the Council
or by the Commission where this Treaty so
provides. The Committee may be consulted by
these institutions in all cases in which they
consider it appropriate. It may issue an opinion on
its own initiative in cases in which it considers
such action appropriate.

The Council or the Commission shall, if it
considers it necessary, set the Committee, for the
submission of its opinion, a time-limit which may
not be less than one month from the date on which
the chairman receives notification to this effect.
Upon expiry of the time-limit, the absence of an
opinion shall not prevent further action.

Article 262

The Committee must be consulted by the Council
or by the Commission where this Treaty so
provides.

The Committee shall issue an opinion on a
Commission legislative proposal or any other
question if it considers it appropriate. The
Committee may also be consulted by the
European Parliament, the Council and the
Commission.

The European Parliament, the Council or the
Commission shall, if it considers it necessary, set
the Committee, for the submission of its opinion, a
time-limit which may not be less than one month
from the date on which the chairman receives
notification to this effect. Upon expiry of the time-
limit, the absence of an opinion shall not prevent
further action.
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CURRENT TEXT OF EC TREATY ESC PROPOSALS

The opinion of the Committee and that of the
specialised section, together with a record of the
proceedings, shall be forwarded to the Council
and to the Commission.

The Committee may be consulted by the
European Parliament.

The opinion of the Committee together with a
record of the proceedings shall be forwarded to
the European Parliament, the Council and to the
Commission.

The institutions shall inform the Committee of
their response to the opinion requested.

Brussels, 1 March 2000

The President
of the

Economic and Social Committee

The Secretary-General
of the

Economic and Social Committee

Beatrice Rangoni Machiavelli Patrick Venturini

*

*          *
N.B.: Appendix overleaf
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APPENDIX
to the opinion of the Economic and Social Committee

The following draft amendment, which received at least a quarter of the votes cast,
was rejected in the course of the discussions:

Amendment tabled by Mr Malosse, Mrs Pari, Mr Rodríguez García Caro and
Mr Vever

Point 2, second paragraph

Amend to read as follows:

" The ESC currently consists of 222 members drawn from organisations representing

employers, employees, farmers, carriers, SMEs, craft industries, the professions, co-

operatives, consumers, environmental interests, the voluntary sector, families and young

people. The proportion of representatives from each domain varies from country to

country. Many members also carry out activities and have responsibilities in

representative European organisations recognised by the EU institutions. The Committee

is, therefore, a non-political assembly which encompasses a broad swathe of experience

and high-level, well-respected expertise."

Outcome of vote

Against: 100
For: 47
Abstentions: 12

* * *
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COMMITTEE OF THE REGIONS

MEMBERSHIP OF THE BUREAU

On 8 March 2000 the Secretary-General of the Committee of the Regions sent the following text to
Parliament for information. It lists the Committee of the Regions' bureau for 2000-2002, as elected
at the plenary session of 16 February.

MEMBERS OF THE BUREAU

2000-2002

Members Substitutes
ANDERSEN Knud * ELDR FLENSTED-JENSEN Johannes PES DK
ANDERSEN Søren EPP JENSEN Henning PES DK
BODFISH Kenneth * PES GILL George PES UK
BORE Albert (President of the PES group) LAMBERTI Gianfranco PES UK/IT
BOURG Willy EPP KONTER Norbert EPP L
BRESSO Mercedes PES FRUGIS Nicola EPP I
CHAVES GONZALEZ Manuel PES IGLESIAS RICOU Marcelino PES E
COLLIGNON Robert PES BURGEON Willy PES B
D’AMBROSIO Vito * PES GHIGO Enzo EPP I
DU GRANRUT Claude EPP CENSI Marc EPP F
ENDLEIN Axel PES EVESLAGE Hans EPP D
FORMIGONI Roberto EPP FALCONIO Antonio EPP I
FRAGA IRIBARNE Manuel * EPP VALCARCEL SISO Ramón Luis EPP E
GUSTÂV Anders EPP HAMMAR Henrick EPP S
HANNIFFY Constance EPP CUMMINS Maurice EPP IRL
HANNINGFIELD OF CHELMSFORD Lord EPP COLEMAN Ruth ELDR UK
HERTOG Fons ELDR LAAN Jan PES NL
JARDIM Alberto * EPP de MORAIS Isaltino EPP P
JOSEPH Jean-Louis PES BODIN Yannick PES F
KALIFF Roger * PES TARRAS-WAHLBERG Catarina PES S
KOIVISTO Risto PES KAUPPINEN Markku ELDR FIN
KOUKOULOPOULOS Páris * PES PALEOLOGOS Christos PES GR
KOULOUMBÍS Evángelos PES APOSTOLAKOS Grigorios EPP GR
LUCAS GIMÉNEZ Juan (President of the EPP
Group)

BOCKLET Reinhold EPP E/D

MAY Christine PES WHITEMAN Milner EA UK
McKENNA Tony * EA McNAMARA Annette EA IRL
MEINTZ Carlo * ELDR BEISSEL Simone ELDR L
MESQUITA MACHADO Francisco PES MACHADO Manuel PES P
O'NEACHTAIN Sean (President of the EA group) SAUWENS Johan EA IRL/B
PUECH Jean * EPP LEROY Philippe EPP F
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PUMBERGER Günther EPP STINGL Alfred PES A
SIITONEN Eva-Riitta * EPP HAIJANEN Paulina EPP FIN
TEUFEL Erwin EPP STRAUB Peter EPP D
TOPE Graham (President of the ELDR group) JOHANSSON Kent ELDR UK/SV
Van GELDER Wim * EPP TINDEMANS Jan PES NL
VAN DEN BRANDE Luc * EPP SARENS Freddy EPP B
WEINGARTNER Wendelin * EPP SCHAUSBERGER Franz EPP A
ZAPLANA HERNANDEZ-SORO Eduardo EPP SANZ ALONSO Pedro EPP E

* Vice-President

* * *
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COMMITTEES
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APPOINTMENT OF  RAPPORTEURS AND DRAFTSMEN
(Referral: R = Responsible / O = Opinion)

Name Subject Committee Date Group Doc.

BROK Support to bodies set up
to take charge of the
interim civilian
administration or to
implement peace
agreements

AFET (O) 20.03.00 PPE C5-0118/00

AYUSO
GONZÁLEZ

White Paper on food
safety

AGRI (O) 28.03.00 PPE C5-0136/00

DÜHRKOP
DÜHRKOP

Fish stocks: Community
participation in regional
fisheries organisations
(RFOs)

BUDG (O) 21.03.00 PSE C5-0108/00

HAUG Strategies for the euro
campaign until 2002

BUDG (O) 21.03.00 PSE C5-0104/00

LASCHET Support to bodies set up
to take charge of the
interim civilian
administration or to
implement peace
agreements

BUDG (R) 21.03.00 PPE C5-0118/00

POMES RUIZ Draft decision on the
organisation and
operation of the Office
for Official Publications
of the EC

CONT (O) 22.03.00 PPE C5-0080/00

STAES Support to bodies set up
to take charge of the
interim civilian
administration or to
implement peace
agreements

CONT (O) 22.03.00 VERTS/
ALE

C5-0118/00
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Name Subject Committee Date Group Doc.

THEATO European Parliament,
Council and Commission
documents: public's right
of access

CONT (O) 22.03.00 PPE C5-0057/00

RIDRUEJO A new framework for
electronic
communications and
associated services: 1999
review

CULT (O) 27.03.00 PPE C5-0141/00

LULLING Tax-free imports of beer
into Finland
(amendement of
Regulation 918/83 and
Directive 69/169)

ECON (R) 21.03.00 PPE C5-0137/00

LULLING Tax-free imports of beer
into Finland
(amendement of
Regulation 918/83 and
Directive 69/169)

ECON (R) 21.03.00 PPE C5-0138/00

VERTS/ALE Group Education and training:
teaching and learning -
towards the learning
society (implementation
of the White Paper)

EMPL (O) 28.03.00 VERTS/
ALE

C5-0145/00

ANDERSSON J. Social Protection
Committee

EMPL (R) 28.03.00 PSE

BREYER Marketing of material for
the vegetative
propagation of the vine
(amendment of Directive
68/193/EEC)

ENVI (O) 22.03.00 VERTS/
ALE

C5-0090/00
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Name Subject Committee Date Group Doc.

PPE Group Energy efficiency:
labelling programme for
office and
communication
technology equipment

ENVI (O) 22.03.00 PPE C5-0061/00

PSE Group Strategies for the euro
campaign until 2002

ENVI (O) 22.03.00 PSE C5-0104/00

GUE/NGL Group Community plan to
combat doping in sport
(communication)

ENVI (O) 22.03.00 GUE/
NGL

C5-0087/00

PSE Group Agricultural prices for
2001

ENVI (O) 22.03.00 PSE C5-0121/00

JACKSON Conclusion of the new
convention for the
protection of the Rhine
(12 April 1999, Berne)

ENVI (R) 22.03.00 PPE C5-0168/00

JACKSON Air pollution by
emissions from motor
vehicles, on-board
diagnostic systems
(amendment of Directive
70/220/EEC)

ENVI (R) 22.03.00 PPE C5-0091/00

LUND Public health: effects on
human and animal health
of endocrine disruptors
(communication)

ENVI (R) 22.03.00 PSE C5-0107/00

PATRIE Consumer, health and
environmental
protection: the
precautionary principle

ENVI (R) 22.03.00 PSE C5-0143/00
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Name Subject Committee Date Group Doc.

DEHOUSSE Water policy: list of
priority substances,
protection of the
ecosystem and human
health

JURI (O) 28.03.00 PSE C5-0079/00

GEBHARDT White Paper on food
safety

JURI (O) 28.03.00 PSE C5-0136/00

GEBHARDT Consumer, health and
environmental
protection: the
precautionary principle

JURI (O) 28.03.00 PSE C5-0143/00

HAUTALA Special report from the
Ombudsman on secrecy
in the Commission's
recruitment procedures

JURI (O) 28.03.00 VERTS/
ALE

C5-0082/00

MacCORMICK Towards a European
research area
(communication)

JURI (O) 28.03.00 VERTS/
ALE

C5-0115/00

McCARTHY Protection of children's
health: phtalates,
dangerous substances,
toys (amendment of
directive)

JURI (O) 28.03.00 PSE C5-0276/99

NIEBLER A new framework for
electronic
communications and
associated services: 1999
review

JURI (O) 28.03.00 PPE C5-0141/00

CAMISON
ASENSIO

Amendment of
Directives 78/660/EEC
and 83/349/EEC on
valuation rules for
annual and consolidated
accounts

JURI (R) 28.03.00 PPE C5-0106/00
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Name Subject Committee Date Group Doc.

ZIMERAY Request for the waiver of
Mr H. Kronberger's
parliamentary immunity

JURI (R) 28.03.00 PSE IMM002079

GALLAGHER Application of the
Community system for
fisheries and aquaculture
in 1996-1998
(Regulation
3760/92/EEC)

PECH (R) 23.03.00 UEN C5-0109/00

JOVÉ PERES Fish stocks: Community
participation in regional
fisheries organisations
(RFOs)

PECH (R) 23.03.00 GUE/
NGL

C5-0108/00

MIGUÉLEZ
RAMOS

Fishing: safety and the
causes of accidents

PECH (R) 23.03.00 PSE

VARELA
SUANZES-
CARPEGNA

The common fisheries
policy and the challenge
of globalisation of the
economy

PECH (R) 23.03.00 PPE

PSE Group Common fisheries policy
after 2002: regional
meetings in 1998-1999
(report)

PECH (R) 23.03.00 PSE C5-0110/00

BAKOPOULOS Radiocommunications:
results of the public
consultation on the
Green Paper on radio
spectrum policy

RETT (O) 22.03.00 GUE/
NGL

C5-0113/00

ORTUONDO
LARREA

Air pollution by
emissions from motor
vehicles, on-board
diagnostic systems
(amendment of Directive
70/220/EEC)

RETT (O) 22.03.00 VERTS/
ALE

C5-0091/00

* * *
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OFFICIAL  DOCUMENTS
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COMMISSION DOCUMENTS

Reports and Communications

Subject Referral Doc.

Communication from the Commission to the Council and the
European Parliament: Review of the second series of regional
fisheries workshops (1998/1999) and future outlook

PECH COM (99) 747
final

Report from the Commission to the Council and the European
Parliament on the implementation of Commmunity Waste
Legislation - Directive 75/442/EEC on waste, Directive 91/689/EEC
on hazardous waste, Directive 75/439/EEC on waste oils and
Directive 86/278/EEC on sewage sludge for the periode 1995 - 1997

ENVI

JURI

COM (99) 752
final

European Commission: European Programme for reconstruction and
development in South Africa (Council Regulation 2259/96) -
Annual Report (1998)

AFET
BUDG
CONT
ITRE
DEVE

COM (00) 8
final

Report from the Commission to the Council and the European
Parliament on the application of Directive 92/51/EEC in accordance
with Article 18 of Directive 92/51/EEC

EMPL
RETT
CULT
JURI

COM (00) 17
final

Communication from the Commission to the Council and the
European Parliament: Indicators for the Integration of
Environmental Concerns into the Common Agricultural Policy

ENVI
AGRI

COM (00) 20
final

Communication from the Commission to the Council and the
European Parliament: The External Service

AFET COM (00) 40
final

Communication from the Commission: Strategies for jobs in the
Information Society

EMPL
CULT
ITRE

COM (00) 48
final

Report from the Commission: Results of the fourth Phase of SLIM ITRE
ENVI
JURI

COM (00) 56
final
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Subject Referral Doc.

Communication from the Commission to the Council and the
European Parliament: Community support for economic reform
programmes and structural adjustment: review and prospects

AFET
CONT
ITRE
DEVE

COM (00) 58
final

Commission Report on the application of the export prohibition
clause, Art. 7 (1) of the Directive on investor-compendation
Schemes (97/9/EC)

JURI
ECON

COM (00) 81
final

19th Report from the Commission on the implementation in 1995-
96 of Regulation (EEC) 3820/85 on the harmonisation of certain
social legislation relating to road transport

RETT

EMPL

COM (00) 84
final

Fifth Report from the Commission on the quantitative quotas and
suveillance measures applicable to certain non-textile products
originating in the People's Republic of China

ITRE COM (00) 91
final

Communication from the Commission to the Council and the
European Parliament: Technical adjustment of the financial
perspective for 2001 in line with movements in GNP and prices
(Paragraph 15 of the Interinstitutional Agreement of 6 May 1999 on
budgetary discipline and improvement of the budgetary procedure)

CONT
BUDG

COM (00) 93
final

Report from the Commission: Third Report on the implementation
of Council Regulation 3577/92 applying the principle of freedom to
provide services to maritime cabotage (1997-1998)

EMPL
RETT

COM (00) 99
final

Communication from the Commission to the Council and the
European Parliament: Review of SLIM : Simpler Legislation for the
Internal Market

JURI COM (00) 104
final

Report from the Commission on the implementation of Regulation
(EEC) N 3118/93 laying down the conditions under which non-
resident carriers may operate national road haulage services within a
Member State (CABOTAGE) - Second Report

RETT COM (00) 105
final

Report from the Commission: Summary report on the
communications by the Member States on their inspection activities
and findings and questions of principle relating to traditional own
resources - 1998 -( Article 17(3) of Council Regulation (EEC,
Euratom) No 1552/89)

BUDG
CONT

COM (00) 107
final

* * *
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KEY

AA: Other acts
AVC: Assent procedure
avis COM: Commission opinion on Parliament's amendments to the

common position of the Council

CNS: Consultation procedure
CRE: Verbatim Report of Proceedings
LEX-CSL: Act (final version) adopted by the Council
LEX-PE: Act (final version) adopted by Parliament
LEX PE-CSL: Act (final version) adopted by codecision
orien CSL: Common orientation of the Council
PE 1ère: Codecision procedure, Parliament, first reading
PE 2ème: Codecision procedure, Parliament, second reading
PE 3ème: Codecision procedure, Parliament, third reading
pos CSL: Common position of the Council
prop COM: Commission proposal
prop CSL: Council proposal
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Part-session from 1 to 2 March 2000
Brussels

General Overview

Subjects debated

E

E
EE

Commission statement on 
flooding in Mozambique

Wreck of the Erika
B5-0181/2000

Commission communication:  
Reforming the Commission

Statement by the High 
Representative of the CFSP

Women in decision-making
B5-0180/2000

EC-Israel trade 
agreement (debate)
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Legislative Work1

Procedures

1. Codecision procedure

First reading

♦  Approval of the legislative proposal without amendments

ITRE/ Procedure without report (C5-0019/2000)
European Parliament and Council decision extending Decision No 710/97/EC on a
coordinated authorisation approach in the field of satellite personal communication services
in the Community
Texts adopted, sitting of 2.3.2000/5
Council position: none
Commission position: none
Act with financial implications for the EU budget:   Yes     No  ■
COM(1999)0745 – C5-0019/2000 – 2000/0020

2. Consultation procedure

♦  Approval of the legislative proposal without amendments

PECH/ Gallagher (A5-0035/2000)
Council regulation amending for the fourth time Regulation (EC) No 1626/94 laying down
certain technical measures for the conservation of fishery resources in the Mediterranean and
for the fourth time Regulation (EC) No 850/98 for the conservation of fishery resources
through technical measures for the protection of juveniles of marine organisms
Texts adopted, sitting of 2.3.2000/16
Council position: none
Commission position: CRE 3-175
Act with financial implications for the EU budget:   Yes     No  ■
COM(1999)0552 - C5-0040/2000 - 1999/0222

                                                
1 Terms are as given in Parliament's Rules of Procedure as amended by the decision of 15 April 1999 (B4-0365/99,

OJ C 219, 30.7.1999, p. 374)
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♦ Approval of the legislative proposal with amendments

PECH/ Attwooll (A5-0038/2000)
Council regulation establishing a Community framework for the collection and management
of the fisheries data needed to conduct the common fisheries policy
Texts adopted, sitting of 2.3.2000/6
Council position: none
Commission position: CRE 3-156
Number of amendments adopted: 7
Act with financial implications for the EU budget:   Yes  ■    No  
COM(1999)0541 - C5-0302/1999 - 1999/0218

PECH/ Attwooll (A5-0037/2000)
Council decision on a financial contribution from the Community towards the expenditure
incurred by the Member States in collecting data, and for financing studies and pilot projects
for carrying out the common fisheries policy
Texts adopted, sitting of 2.3.2000/10
Council position: none
Commission position: CRE 3-156
Number of amendments adopted: 6
Act with financial implications for the EU budget:   Yes  ■    No  
COM(1999)0551 - C5-0303/1999 - 1999/0224

PECH/ Hudghton (A5-0036/2000)
Council directive amending Directive 93/53/EEC introducing minimum Community measures
for the control of certain fish diseases
Texts adopted, sitting of 2.3.2000/13
Council position: none
Commission position: CRE 3-167
Number of amendments adopted: 6
Act with financial implications for the EU budget:   Yes     No  ■
COM(1999)0437 - C5-0168/1999 - 1999/0191

JURI/ Lechner (A5-0039/2000)
Initiative of the Federal Republic of Germany and the Republic of Finland with a view to the
adoption of a Council regulation on insolvency proceedings
Texts adopted, sitting of 2.3.2000/17
Council position: none
Commission position: CRE 3-202
Number of amendments adopted: 5
Act with financial implications for the EU budget:   Yes     No  ■
9178/1999 – C5-0069/1999 – 1999/0806
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Political Scrutiny2

1. Communications, statements and reports by other institutions, including
statements to Conference of Presidents' meetings open to all Members

♦  Communications and statements

♦  COUNCIL

High Representative for the Common Foreign and Security Policy
Minutes, sitting of 1.3.2000/12
Council position: CRE 3-042, 3-079
Commission position: CRE 3-080

♦  COMMISSION

Reforming the Commission
Minutes, sitting of 1.3.2000/12
Council position: none
Commission position: CRE 3-022, 3-023, 3-026, 3-028, 3-030, 3-032, 3-034, 3-036, 3-038

Flooding in Mozambique
Minutes, sitting of 1.3.2000/13
Council position: none
Commission position: CRE 3-110, 3-117

FEMM/ (B5-0180/2000)
European Parliament resolution on women in decision-making
Texts adopted, sitting of 2.3.2000/21
Council position: CRE 3-084, 3-104
Commission position: CRE 3-086, 3-106

                                                
2 Resolutions are listed in order of session document number
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♦  reports by other institutions on matters that require Parliament's assent

ECON/ Katiforis (A5-0041/2000)
European Parliament resolution on the Commission document 'The EU Economy - 1999
Review'
Texts adopted, sitting of 2.3.2000/25
Council position: none
Commission position: CRE 3-142
Act with financial implications for the EU budget:   Yes     No  ■
C5-0081/2000 – 2000/2046

PECH/ Varela Suanzes-Carpegna (A5-0016/2000)
European Parliament resolution on the second report from the Commission to the Council
and the European Parliament on the implementation of the ‘statement of conclusions from the
intermediate ministerial meeting on the integration of fisheries and environmental issues, 13-
14 March 1997 in Bergen’
Texts adopted, sitting of 2.3.2000/30
Council position: none
Commission position: CRE 3-181
Act with financial implications for the EU budget:   Yes  ■    No  
COM(1999)0270 - C5-0156/1999 - 1999/2150

PECH/ Katiforis (A5-0017/2000)
European Parliament resolution on the communication from the Commission to the Council
and the European Parliament on fisheries management and nature conservation in the
marine environment
Texts adopted, sitting of 2.3.2000/32
Council position: none
Commission position: CRE 3-195
Act with financial implications for the EU budget:   Yes     No  ■
COM(1999)0363 - C5-0176/1999 - 1999/2155

2. Questions to the Council and/or Commission

ELDR, PPE-DE, Greens/ALE, UEN, PSE, GUE/NGL (B5-0181, 0182, 0183, 0184, 0185 and
0186/2000)
European Parliament resolution on  the economic and environmental consequences of the
wreck of the Erika
Texts adopted, sitting of 2.3.2000/39
Council position: none
Commission position: CRE 4-008, 4-022

____________________
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Part-session from 13 to 17 March 2000
Strasbourg

General Overview
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Legislative Work3

I. Procedures

1. Codecision procedure

First reading

♦ Approval of the legislative proposal with amendments

ENVI/ Davies (A5-0062/2000)
European Parliament and Council directive relating to ozone in ambient air
Texts adopted, sitting of 15.3.2000/24
Council position: none
Commission position: CRE 2-294
Number of amendments adopted: 19
Act with financial implications for the EU budget:   Yes     No  ■
COM(1999)0125 - C5-0048/1999 - 1999/0068

ENVI/ Myller (A5-0063/2000)
European Parliament and Council directive on national emission ceilings for certain
atmospheric pollutants
Texts adopted, sitting of 15.3.2000/32
Council position: none
Commission position: CRE 2-311
Number of amendments adopted: 11
Act with financial implications for the EU budget:   Yes     No  ■
COM(1999)0125 - C5-0047/1999 - 1999/0067

AGRI/ Graefe zu Baringdorf (A5-0044/2000)
European Parliament and Council directive amending Directive 64/432/EEC on health
problems affecting intra-Community trade in bovine animals and swine
Texts adopted, sitting of 16.3.2000/7
Council position: none
Commission position: CRE 3-194, 3-198
Number of amendments adopted: 2
Act with financial implications for the EU budget:   Yes     No  ■
COM(1999)0456 - C5-0239/1999 - 1999/0217

                                                
3 Terms are as given in Parliament's Rules of Procedure as amended by the decision of 15 April 1999 (B40365/99, OJ C

219, 30.7.1999, p. 374)
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Second reading

♦ Approval without amendments of the common position of the Council

ENVI/ in the form of a letter (C5-0055/2000)
European Parliament and Council directive on the approximation of the laws of the Member
States relating to noise emission by equipment used outdoors
Texts adopted, sitting of 15.3.2000/6
Council position: none
Commission position: none
Act with financial implications for the EU budget:   Yes     No  ■
11256/1/1999 - C5-0055/2000 – 1998/0029

ENVI/ in the form of a letter (C5-0064/2000)
European Parliament and Council directive amending Directive 64/432/EEC on health
problems affecting intra-Community trade in bovine animals and swine
Texts adopted, sitting of 15.3.2000/6
Council position: none
Commission position: none
Act with financial implications for the EU budget:   Yes     No  ■
14198/1/1999 – C5-0064/2000 – 1998/0052

ENVI/ in the form of a letter (C5-0272/1999)
European Parliament and Council directive amending Directive 79/373/EC on the marketing
of compound feedingstuffs and Directive 96/25/EC on the circulation of feed materials
Texts adopted, sitting of 15.3.2000/6
Council position: none
Commission position: none
Act with financial implications for the EU budget:   Yes     No  ■
10803/1/1999 – C5-0272/1999 – 1998/0238

♦ Approval with amendments of the common position of the Council

DEVE/ Fernández Martín (A5-0048/2000)
European Parliament and Council regulation on measures to promote the conservation and
sustainable management of tropical forests and other forests in developing countries
Texts adopted, sitting of 14.3.2000/5
Council position: none
Commission position: CRE 1-086, 2-090
Number of amendments adopted: 12
Act with financial implications for the EU budget:   Yes  ■    No  
12487/1/1999 - C5-0014/2000 - 1999/0015
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RETT/ Bouwman (A5-0043/2000)
European Parliament and Council directive on port reception facilities for ship-generated
waste and cargo residues
Texts adopted, sitting of 14.3.2000/9
Council position: none
Commission position: CRE 1-099
Number of amendments adopted: 15
Act with financial implications for the EU budget:   Yes     No  ■
11195/1/1999 - C5-0251/1999 - 1998/0249

RETT/ Piecyk (A5-0040/2000)
European Parliament and Council directive on the technical roadside inspection of the
roadworthiness of commercial vehicles circulating in the Community
Texts adopted, sitting of 14.3.2000/14
Council position: none
Commission position: CRE 1-110
Number of amendments adopted: 2
Act with financial implications for the EU budget:   Yes     No  ■
11287/1/1999 - C5-0323/1999 - 1998/0097

DEVE/ Wijkman (A5-0051/2000)
European Parliament and Council regulation on measures to promote the full integration of
the environmental dimension in the development process of developing countries
Texts adopted, sitting of 15.3.2000/8
Council position: none
Commission position: CRE 1-078
Number of amendments adopted: 13
Act with financial implications for the EU budget:   Yes  ■    No  
12485/1/1999 - C5-0013/2000 - 1999/0020

ENVI/ Lannoye (A5-0047/2000)
European Parliament and Council directive relating to cocoa and chocolate products intended
for human consumption
Texts adopted, sitting of 15.3.2000/12
Council position: none
Commission position: CRE 2-079
Number of amendments adopted: 1
Act with financial implications for the EU budget:   Yes     No  ■
9947/1/1999 - C5-0252/1999 - 1996/0112
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ENVI/ Schnellhardt (A5-0054/2000)
European Parliament and Council regulation on a revised Community Eco-Label Award
Scheme
Texts adopted, sitting of 15.3.2000/14
Council position: none
Commission position: CRE 2-254
Number of amendments adopted: 5
Act with financial implications for the EU budget:   Yes  ■    No  
10656/2/1999 - C5-0223/1999 - 1996/0312

ENVI/ Blokland (A5-0056/2000)
European Parliament and Council directive on the incineration of waste
Texts adopted, sitting of 15.3.2000/18
Council position: none
Commission position: CRE 2-281, 2-283
Number of amendments adopted: 16
Act with financial implications for the EU budget:   Yes     No  ■
11472/1/1999 - C5-0274/1999 - 1998/0289

2. Consultation procedure

♦  Approval of the legislative proposal without amendments

AGRI/ procedure without report (C5-0094/2000)
Council regulation correcting Regulation (EEC) No 2075/92 on the common organisation of
the market in raw tobacco
Texts adopted, sitting of 15.3.2000/5
Council position: none
Commission position: none
Act with financial implications for the EU budget:   Yes  ■    No  
COM(1999)704 – C5-0094/2000 – 1999/0283

ECON/ Randzio-Plath (A5-0058/2000)
Council directive amending Directive 77/388/EEC on the common system of value added tax -
transitional provisions granted to the Republic of Austria and the Portuguese Republic
Texts adopted, sitting of 15.3.2000/7
Council position: without debate
Commission position: without debate
Act with financial implications for the EU budget:   Yes     No  ■
COM(1999)0703 – C5-0007/2000 – 1999/0272
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ITRE/ Ferrer (A5-0066/2000)
Council decision on the Community position within the EC-Mexico Joint Council on the
implementation of Articles 3, 4, 5, 6 and 12 of the Interim Agreement on trade and trade-
related matters
Texts adopted, sitting of 16.3.2000/9
Council position: none
Commission position: CRE 4-021
Act with financial implications for the EU budget:   Yes  ■    No  
5965/1/2000 – COM(2000)0009 – C5-0076/2000 – 2000/0024

ECON/ Goebbels (A5-0042/2000)
Recommendation for a Council regulation (EC) concerning further calls of foreign reserve
assets by the European Central Bank
Texts adopted, sitting of 17.3.2000/5
Council position: none
Commission position: CRE 4-299
Act with financial implications for the EU budget:   Yes     No  ■
BCE 0001/1999 - C5-0202/1999 - 1999/0817

♦ Approval of the legislative proposal with amendments

AGRI/ Izquierdo Rojo (A5-0046/2000)
Council regulation on information measures relating to the common agricultural policy
Texts adopted, sitting of 17.3.2000/6
Council position: none
Commission position: CRE 5-029
Number of amendments adopted: 11
Act with financial implications for the EU budget:   Yes  ■    No  
COM(1999)0536 - C5-0249/1999 - 1999/0209

AGRI/ Izquierdo Rojo (A5-0045/2000)
Council regulation amending Regulation (EC) No 1577/96 introducing a specific measure in
respect of certain grain legumes
Texts adopted, sitting of 17.3.2000/11
Council position: none
Commission position: CRE 5-038
Number of amendments adopted: 3
Act with financial implications for the EU budget:   Yes  ■    No  
COM(1999)0428 - C5-0187/1999 - 1999/0182
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II. Legislative amendments

Document title Date of
adoption by
Parliament

Procedure References Number of
amendments adopted

Next stage

Type Document Number Committee
responsible

Session
document

Rapporteur Committee
responsible

in
plenary

Procedure Expiry date
Reasons

European Parliament and Council directive
on port reception facilities for ship-
generated waste and cargo residues

14.3.2000 COD II Common
position of

Council

1998/0249 RETT A5-0043/2000 Bouwman 15 15 Art. 251(3)
EC Treaty

3 months + (1)

European Parliament and Council directive
on the technical roadside inspection of the
roadworthiness of commercial vehicles
circulating in the Community

14.3.2000 COD II Common
position of

Council

1998/0097 RETT A5-0040/2000 Piecyk 2 2 Art. 251(3)
EC Treaty

3 months + (1)

European Parliament and Council regulation
on measures to promote the conservation
and sustainable management of tropical
forests and other forests in developing
countries

14.3.2000 COD II Common
position of

Council

1999/0015 DEVE A5-0048/2000 Fernández
Martín

12 12 Art. 251(3)
EC Treaty

3 months + (1)

Council directive amending Directive
77/388/EEC on the common system of value
added tax - transitional provisions granted to
the Republic of Austria and the Portuguese
Republic

15.3.2000 CNS Council
proposal

1999/0272 ECON A5-0058/2000 Randzio-
Plath

0 0 Art. 93
EC Treaty

Priority of the
Portuguese Presidency

ECOFIN Council
30.6.2000

European Parliament and Council directive
relating to ozone in ambient air

15.3.2000 COD I Commissi
on

proposal

1999/0068 ENVI A5-0062/2000 Davies 19 19 Art. 251(2)
EC Treaty

Priority of the
Portuguese Presidency

ENVI Council
30.3.2000

22-23.6.2000
European Parliament and Council directive
on national emission ceilings for certain
atmospheric pollutants

15.3.2000 COD I Commissi
on

proposal

1999/0067 ENVI A5-0063/2000 Myller 14 11 Art. 251(2)
EC Treaty

Priority of the
Portuguese Presidency

ENVI Council
30.3.2000

22-23.6.2000
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European Parliament and Council directive
on the approximation of the laws of the
Member States relating to noise emission by
equipment used outdoors

15.3.2000 COD II Common
position of

Council

1998/0029 ENVI Recommenda-
tion in the
form of a

letter

ENVI 0 0 Art. 251(2)
EC Treaty

Act deemed adopted
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Procedure References Number of
amendments adopted

Next stageTitle Date of
adoption in

plenary Type Document Number Commission
responsible

Session
document

Rapporteur Committee
responsible

in
plenary

Procedure Expiry date
Reasons

European Parliament and Council directive
amending Directive 64/432/EEC on health
problems affecting intra-Community trade
in bovine animals and swine

15.3.2000 COD II Common
position of

Council

1998/0052 ENVI Recommenda-
tion in the
form of a

letter

ENVI 0 0 Art. 251(2)
EC Treaty

Act deemed adopted

European Parliament and Council directive
amending Directive 79/373/EC on the
marketing of compound feedingstuffs and
Directive 96/25/EC on the circulation of
feed materials

15.3.2000 COD II Common
position of

Council

1998/0238 ENVI Recommenda-
tion in the
form of a

letter

ENVI 0 0 Art. 251(2)
EC Treaty

Act deemed adopted

European Parliament and Council directive
relating to cocoa and chocolate products
intended for human consumption

15.3.2000 COD II Common
position of

Council

1996/0112 ENVI A5-0047/2000 Lannoye 2 1 Art. 251(3)
EC Treaty

3 months + (1)

European Parliament and Council regulation
on a revised Community Eco-Label Award
Scheme

15.3.2000 COD II Common
position of

Council

1996/0312 ENVI A5-0054/2000 Schnellhardt 5 5 Art. 251(3)
EC Treaty

3 months + (1)

European Parliament and Council directive
on the incineration of waste

15.3.2000 COD II Common
position of

Council

1998/0289 ENVI A5-0056/2000 Blokland 32 16 Art. 251(3)
EC Treaty

3 months + (1)

Council regulation correcting Regulation
(EEC) No 2075/92 on the common
organisation of the market in raw tobacco

15.3.2000 CNS Council
proposal

1999/0283 AGRI without report AGRI 0 0 Art.  37
EC Treaty

Interinstitutional
agreement of 6.5.1999,

chap F

European Parliament and Council regulation
on measures to promote the full integration
of the environmental dimension in the
development process of developing
countries

15.3.2000 COD II Common
position of

Council

1999/0020 DEVE A5-0051/2000 Wijkman 18 13 Art. 251(3)
EC Treaty

3 months + (1)
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Council decision on the Community
position within the EC-Mexico Joint
Council on the implementation of Articles 3,
4, 5, 6 and 12 of the Interim Agreement on
trade and trade-related matters

16.3.2000 CNS Council
proposal

2000/0024 ITRE A5-0066/2000 Ferrer 0 0 Art. 300(3)
first para.
EC Treaty

Priority of Portuguese
Presidency

EC-Mexico Joint
Council meeting

23.3.2000
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Procedure References Number of
amendments adopted

Next stageTitle Date of
adoption in

plenary
Type Document Number Committee

responsible
Session

document
Rapporteur Committee

responsible
in

plenary
Procedure Expiry date

Reasons
European Parliament and Council directive
amending Directive 64/432/EEC on health
problems affecting intra-Community trade
in bovine animals and swine

16.3.2000 COD I Committee
proposal

1999/0217 AGRI A5-0044/2000 Graefe zu
Baringdorf

2 2 Art. 251(2)
EC Treaty

Portuguese Presidency's
programme

Agriculture Council

Council regulation (EC) concerning further
calls of foreign reserve assets by the
European Central Bank

17.3.2000 CNS ECB
recommen-

dation

1999/0817 ECON A5-0042/2000 Goebbels 0 0 Art. 107(6)
EC Treaty

EMU, third phase

Council regulation on information measures
relating to the common agricultural policy

17.3.2000 CNS Council
proposal

1999/0209 AGRI A5-0046/2000 Izquierdo
Rojo

11 11 Art. 37
EC Treaty

Legislative programme

Council regulation amending Regulation
(EC) No 1577/96 introducing a specific
measure in respect of certain grain legumes

17.3.2000 CNS Council
proposal

1999/0182 AGRI A5-0045/2000 Izquierdo
Rojo

3 3 Art. 37
EC Treaty

AGENDA 2000
European Council

meeting in Berlin 1999
Source EP/DG II/B/Action Taken on Parliamentary Acts
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Political Scrutiny4

1. Communications, statements and reports by other institutions, including
statements to Conference of Presidents' meetings open to all Members

♦ Statements and communications

♦  COUNCIL AND COMMISSION

PSE, PPE-DE, ELDR (B5-0236, 0239 and 0240/2000)
European Parliament resolution on the Special European Council to be held in Lisbon on
23/24 March 2000
Texts adopted, sitting of 15.3.2000/40
Council position: CRE 1-020, 1-065
Commission position: CRE 1-022, 1-066
Act with financial implications for the EU budget:   Yes  ■    No  

♦  COUNCIL

PSE, ELDR, GUE/NGL (B5-0233, 0234 and 0235/2000)
European Parliament resolution on support for the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949
and international humanitarian law
Texts adopted, sitting of 16.3.2000/26
Council position: CRE 3-009
Commission position: CRE 3-020
Act with financial implications for the EU budget:   Yes  ■    No  

                                                
4 Resolutions are listed in order of session document number
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♦  COMMISSION

PSE, Greens/ALE, PPE-DE (B5-0228, 0229, 0230/2000)
European Parliament resolution on the Commission's annual legislative programme for
2000
Texts adopted, sitting of 16.3.2000/10
Council position: none
Commission position: CRE 2-013, 2-048 and CRE 2-023, 2-072 du 15.02.2000
Act with financial implications for the EU budget:   Yes     No  ■

Additional contribution to the IGC on institutional reform: qualified majority for taxation and
social security aspects of the internal market
Minutes, sitting of 14.3.2000/18
Council position: none
Commission position: CRE 2-150, 2-152, 2-156, 2-163

♦ reports by other institutions on matters that require Parliament's assent

AFCO/ Duff - Voggenhuber (A5-0064/2000)
European Parliament resolution on the drafting of a European Union Charter of
Fundamental Rights
Texts adopted, sitting of 16.3.2000/17
Council position: CRE 2-145
Commission position: CRE 2-146
Act with financial implications for the EU budget:   Yes  ■    No  
C5-0058/1999 - 1999/2064

LIBE/ Ludford (A5-0049/2000)
European Parliament resolution on countering racism and xenophobia in the European Union
Texts adopted, sitting of 16.3.2000/70
Council position: CRE 3-156, 3-161
Commission position: CRE 3-157, 3-162
Act with financial implications for the EU budget:   Yes     No  ■
COM(1999)0268 – C5-0310/1999 + C5-0015/2000 – 1999/2205
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AFET/ Belder (A5-0055/2000)
European Parliament resolution on the Commission communication: Countering racism,
xenophobia and anti-semitism in the candidate countries
Texts adopted, sitting of 16.3.2000/82
Council position: CRE 3-156, 3-161
Commission position: CRE 3-157, 3-162
Act with financial implications for the EU budget:   Yes  ■    No  
COM(1999)0256 – C5-0094/1999 – 1999/2099

ITRE/ Read (A5-0067/2000)
European Parliament legislative resolution on the Commission communication on Europe -
An Information Society For All: a Commission Initiative for the Special European Council of
Lisbon, 23 and 24 March 2000
Texts adopted, sitting of 16.3.2000/89
Council position: none
Commission position: CRE 4-048
Act with financial implications for the EU budget:   Yes  ■    No  
COM(1999)0687 - C5-0063/2000 - 2000/2034

AFET/ Malmström (A5-0060/2000)
European Parliament resolution on the Annual Report on International Human Rights and
European Union Human Rights Policy, 1999
Texts adopted, sitting of 16.3.2000/28
Council position: CRE 3-156, 3-161
Commission position: CRE 3-157, 3-162
Act with financial implications for the EU budget:   Yes  ■    No  
11350/1999 – C5-0265/1999 – 1999/2002

LIBE/ Haarder (A5-0050/2000)
European Parliament resolution on respect for human rights in the European Union
Texts adopted, sitting of 16.3.2000/39
Council position: CRE 3-156, 3-161
Commission position: CRE 3-157, 3-162
Act with financial implications for the EU budget:   Yes  ■    No  
11350/1999 – C5-0265/1999 – 1999/2001
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2. Topical and urgent subjects of major importance

GUE/NGL, ELDR, PSE, Greens/ALE, PPE-DE (B5-0246, 0253, 0262, 0272 and 0278/2000)
European Parliament resolution on Western Sahara
Texts adopted, sitting of 16.3.2000/52
Council position: none
Commission position: CRE 4-174
Act with financial implications for the EU budget:   Yes     No  ■

GUE/NGL, ELDR, PSE, Greens/ALE, PPE-DE (B5-0244, 0254, 0263, 0276 and 0279/2000)
European Parliament resolution on the catastrophic storms in Mozambique
Texts adopted, sitting of 16.3.2000/55
Council position: none
Commission position: CRE 4-185
Act with financial implications for the EU budget:   Yes  ■    No  

ELDR, PSE, Greens/ALE, PPE-DE (B5-0255, 0264, 0270 and 0280/2000)
European Parliament resolution on the electoral process in Peru
Texts adopted, sitting of 16.3.2000/57
Council position: none
Commission position: CRE 4-222
Act with financial implications for the EU budget:   Yes     No  ■

GUE/NGL, ELDR, PPE-DE, PSE, Greens/ALE (B5-0245, 0256, 0261, 0265 and 0271/2000)
European Parliament resolution on violations of human rights and humanitarian law in
Chechnya
Texts adopted, sitting of 16.3.2000/59
Council position: none
Commission position: CRE 4-222
Act with financial implications for the EU budget:   Yes     No  ■

ELDR, PSE, Greens/ALE, PPE-DE (B5-0257, 0266, 0273 and 0281/2000)
European Parliament resolution on freedom of the press in the Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia
Texts adopted, sitting of 16.3.2000/62
Council position: none
Commission position: CRE 4-222
Act with financial implications for the EU budget:   Yes  ■    No  
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PSE, ELDR, PPE-DE, Greens/ALE (B5-0250, 0258, 0283 and 0285/2000)
European Parliament resolution on Jammu and Kashmir
Texts adopted, sitting of 16.3.2000/64
Council position: none
Commission position: CRE 4-222
Act with financial implications for the EU budget:   Yes     No  ■

GUE/NGL, ELDR, PSE, Greens/ALE, PPE-DE (B5-0248, 0259, 0267, 0274 and 0284/2000)
European Parliament resolution on the fight against organised crime linked to illegal
trafficking
Texts adopted, sitting of 16.3.2000/65
Council position: none
Commission position: CRE 4-232
Act with financial implications for the EU budget:   Yes     No  ■

PPE-DE, GUE/NGL, ELDR, PSE, Greens/ALE (B5-0243, 0249, 0260, 0269 and 0275/2000)
European Parliament resolution on the Convention on International Trade in Endangered
Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES)
Texts adopted, sitting of 16.3.2000/67
Council position: none
Commission position: CRE 4-240
Act with financial implications for the EU budget:   Yes  ■    No  

3. Questions to the Council and/or Commission

ENVI/ Jackson (B5-0227/2000)
European Parliament resolution on Structural Fund programmes in the Member States and
national implementation of EU environmental laws
Texts adopted, sitting of 16.3.2000/23
Council position: none
Commission position: CRE 2-319, 2-331
Act with financial implications for the EU budget:   Yes     No  ■

____________________


